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1) Plans in Afghanistan

...involve them in land re-operations..." said Malalai Moghadam, Savalan.

2) Security

...is a coordination among the security forces and any one can do what he pleases..." said Ahmad Havaldar, a minister.

3) Transparency

...not a quarter of the mining sector's income..." said Hakimi, an MP.

4) China, ASIAN

...securely develops, promotes development and..." newly-elected Premier Li Keqiang announced.

5) Ukraine

...security-related risks..." said Yevhen Tymoshchenko, the Prime Minister of Ukraine.

6) Poland

...afraid of the economic impact..." said Tadeusz Kiepiel, the Economy Minister.

7) Iran

...a part of the global economy..." said Masoumeh Ebtekar, the former US hostage.

8) Iraq

...to the al-Qa'ida movement..." said General John Allen, the commander of US forces in Iraq.

9) Media

...of the sense of movement..." said Leonti, the founder of the economic group.

10) Industry

...with economic growth..." said the CEO of the company.

11) Energy

...security and development..." said the International Energy Agency.

12) Environment

...implies a sustainable future..." said the United Nations.

13) Education

...with the establishment..." said the head of the educational agency.

14) Agriculture

...to the reduction..." said the head of the agricultural department.

15) Finance

...will create long-term economic..." said the head of the financial regulatory agency.

16) Health

...a national cancer program..." said the head of the national health agency.

17) Sports

...are good for the human body..." said the head of the sports federation.

18) Technology

...in the context of digital..." said the head of the technology agency.

19) Science

...for the promotion of science..." said the head of the scientific research agency.

20) Tourism

...to promote tourism..." said the head of the tourism agency.

21) Agriculture

...is a major concern..." said the head of the agricultural development agency.
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